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+16022545085 - https://www.moirasushi.com

On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of Moira Sushi Kitchen from Phoenix. Currently, there are 18
menus and drinks up for grabs. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You

can also contact them through their website. What User likes about Moira Sushi Kitchen:
My bf I love the happy hour here and the servers are always beautiful, personal and knowledge about the menu!

If this place is not so far from where we live, we would come back quite often! I would probably suggest a
reservation before the time, as there are not many places! read more. What Adam Clark doesn't like about Moira

Sushi Kitchen:
First and last time I go here. Paid around 70$. Got the chef's sashimi. Fish was tasteless, and the edges were
dried out. One of the choices was seared. Not what I enjoyed when ordering sashimi, but more surprising and
gross is that they rolled it in what I'd guess is tajin. The color of the fish was all wrong too. Also got two salmon
sashimi orderers. Salmon was also tasteless and they put I dallop of wasabi under t... read more. In the Moira
Sushi Kitchen from Phoenix, a lot of emphasis is placed on the preparation of easy-to-digest, fine Japanese
dishes with freshly harvested vegetables, fish and meat, there are also delectable vegetarian recipes in the

menu. The Asian fusion cuisine is likewise an important part of Moira Sushi Kitchen. Anyone who finds the usual
and generally known menus too ordinary should approach with a willingness to experiment and try some exciting

combination of ingredients eat, Moreover, the menu of this gastropub offers a good and especially
comprehensive selection of beers from the region and the world that are definitely worth a try.
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Sush� Roll�
SUSHI

P�z�
FUSION PIZZA

Sauce�
MAYO

Roll�
SPICY SALMON ROLL

India�
CHICKEN CURRY

Mai� Cours�
GYOZA

�s�
SALMON ROLL

Asia� specialtie�
EDAMAME

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
APPETIZER

SOUP

Drink�
GLASS OF WINE

SAKE

DRINKS

Ingredient� Use�
EEL

GARLIC

SHRIMP

TUNA
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Opening Hours:
Monday 16:00-23:00
Tuesday 16:00-23:00
Wednesday 16:00-23:00
Thursday 16:00-23:00
Friday 16:00-02:00
Saturday 16:00-02:00
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